pc1is055 ~ Parlor Games and Paper Dolls
(1” dollhouse scale 1:12)

3.Use the 1/8” paper punch to
cut checkers pieces. Remove
the paper punch’s catch so
you can see what you are
punching.

4.Here is a photo of the
placement of checkers
pieces. Used here to glue
down pieces is Paper Effects.

Required tools and supplies:
! X-acto knife and fresh blade
! A thin metal straight-edge ruler. Make fold lines by
pressing against edge of the ruler.
! Tweezers, detailing scissors
! Good cutting mat
! Fast-grab, quick-dry white craft glue that dries clear
! Small piece of aluminum foil to use as a glue pot
! Slender artist's paint brush to apply glue
! Optional: Paper Effects clear dimensional paint for
dominos and checkers pieces
! Optional: 1/8” paper punch for checkers pieces
! Optional: Thick squeeze paint for fabric to make Parcheesi
game pieces
! Optional: Scotch ½” wide double-sided tape
! Optional: Self-dry modeling clay for filling game dice
Products in tutorial may look different from yours, but
constructed identically to yours. You can print these tutorial
pages. However, leaving the tutorial on your screen allows
you to zoom in closely on the photos.
1. Apply clear Paper Effects or
other dimensional paint to
checkers pieces. Set aside to
let dry thoroughly. It is
alright to go outside the
checkers’ boundaries.

5. Take the dominos faux box
bottom and streak with
Paper Effects to give faux
dominos some realistic
dimension. Also Paper Effect
the dominos included in the
kit you will be cutting into
little dominos. Let dry
completely.

6.This photos shows the dry
dominos. The first set has
been folded back-to-back.
What you see here is the
back of the dominos with
one line folded and glued.
Used here was the 2-sided
tape instead of glue. Cut this
set from rest of dominos.
7. Snip dominos apart.
8.Cut and glue corner tabs of
domino box bottom. Used
here--instead of glue--is 2sided tape.
9.Adhere two corner tabs
found on domino box top.
Position box top and bottom
as shown here.

2.Cut game boards and fold in
half. Use the back of finger
nail to burnish folds. Then
glue back to front. Repeatedly
smooth and turn over boards
to make sure they dry flat.

10. Glue box top’s long panel to
back of box bottom. Twosided tape can be
substituted for glue.

19. Two-sided Scotch tape was
used to make this box, but
glue works just as well.

11. Place faux domino box
interior with 4-side panels
folded downward.

20. Adhere corner tabs. Fold
and splay outward the
lining panels as shown.
12.Put cut 2-sided dominos in
box.

21. Adhere lining panels to the
interior of the box.

13. Cut and fold dice piece as
shown. Then take a small
amount of self-dry clay and
place in center cross-point of
paper piece.

22. Adhere the box interior
panel to bottom as shown.

14. Push paper against clay.
Remove or add clay as
needed. Once you have
arrived at the right size and
shape, set clay aside to dry.
Once dry, paint glue on
inside of paper dice, press
sides against clay cube, hold
until it sticks to its shape.

23. Adhere the longer panel to
the interior of the lid and
box back.

15. Cut four panels of playing
cards. Fold each down the
center lengthwise. Then glue
blank sides together.

24. To fill the box:1) paper doll
panels, 2) game boards, 3)
domino box in back, 4)
playing cards box in front,
5) dice next to cards box, 6)
fill empty spaces with
leftover cards and checkers.

16. Make box top and bottom.
Cut thoroughly dried card
apart. Snip card corners if
you are able to (too small for
me). All 52 cards will not fit
in box.
17. Use a piece of aluminum foil
to practice making Parcheesi
pieces. Take thick fabric
paint and squeeze paint on
foil in shape of chocolate
drop. It takes some practice
and the thicker the paint the
better. Let dry, peel from foil
and glue to Parcheesi board.
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18. Glue the semi-gloss art
panel onto the Parlor Games
and Paper Dolls storage box
before building the box.
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